9. Heart of Gold 5.10 FA: Lesevere, O'st. From the saddle between the Magician and the Djin, a prominent ramp (The Sidewalk) can be seen diagonalizing up the face to the right. Start at the ramp's base and follow it for one and one-half pitches to where the wall steepens. From here climb up and right past a bolt to an prominent flake. Climb the right side of the flake and belay at its top. The third pitch continues straight up the flake 50 feet to a bolt. Move up and right, past another bolt, to an arch and traverse right to a third bolt. Here mantle over the arch and belay. The last pitch follows a second arch left for a few feet, then heads right and up a thin crack to the summit.

10. The Duldills 5.10c (3)
   FA: Lesevere, O'st.
   Traverse left to the slive at the top and lead.

11. Lumpy the Fish 5.9 R
    FA: Lesevere, O'st.

12. Poof 5.7 FA: Lesevere, O'st.
A small pine tree can be seen about 100 feet above the ground on the upper east face. Climb to the tree and belay. Step left and climb up flake about 30 feet until directly above the tree and at a bolt, continue up and right slightly, then straight up to a one-foot belay ledge at the start of the left-curving smaller overhang. Belay here. Climb up and left, following under the overhang until it disappears, then face climb up to a horizontal crack. Traverse right on the easy crack and up a belay below a thin crack which leads to the summit.

Magician West Face
1. Liquid Sky 5.11
2. West Side Story 5.11
3. Double Trouble 5.11+ * double ropes, friends, nuts

Magician East Face
9. Heart of Gold 5.10
10. The Duldills 5.10+ R
11. Lumpy the Fish 5.9 R
12. Poof 5.7
13. Frustration with the Redhead 5.11

Djin Needle Southwest Face
14. Sundance 5.10b
15. Alladin Sane 5.10+
16. Hangman 5.9-

SOUTHWEST FACE OF DJIN NEEDLE
Approach these short problems via various class 4-5 routes from the Magician/Djin notch. Descend the north side via class 4 climbing.

Slab below Djin Needle
17. Song of the Lorelei 5.10+/5.11- pro to 4"
18. Candelabrum 5.7

17. Song of the Lorelei 5.10+/5.11- FA: Lesevere, O'st. On the left side of the slab is a long, curving crack. Climb vertical flakes to the curving crack, move left into a chimney. Climb past a difficult section in the chimney proper (80-100 ft). Climb out of the chimney onto the face for 100 feet and belay. Lieback up on holds for 130 feet to a large ledge with a tree, belay. Climb up flakes to the left or up the easy chimney. Pro to 4".

18. Candelabrum 5.7 FA: Joe, Edmiaston. The first pitch climbs a crack to a second horizontal crack, goes left 20 feet, then up flakes. Belay at a loose block on the face (150 ft). Climb the right corner and face on chickenheads, then up to a corner on the right, approximately 30 feet below a tree (150 ft). Climb up past the tree and stay on the right edge till near a ledge, then traverse left on face holds, climb to ledge and belay (150 ft). Climb the easy face above to the top of the slab. Walk off to the left.